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Pearson, 2011. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Who committed Toronto's Silk Stocking Murder? Why did a quiet accountant in
Guelph, Ontario, murder his wife and two daughters? When did police in Alberta hire a self-styled
mind reader to solve a mass murder? How did an American confidence man from Arizona find
himself facing a murder charge in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia? These questions and more are
answered in Murder: Twelve True Stories of Homicide in Canada, the latest collection of thrilling true
Canadian crime stories by Edward Butts.The keenly researched chapters tell the stories behind some
of Canada's most fascinating murder cases, from colonial times to the 20th century, and from the
Atlantic provinces, to the West Coast, and up to the Arctic. You'll meet John Paul Radelmuller, the
Gibraltar Point lighthouse keeper whose murder remains an unsolved mystery; wife-killer Dr.
William Henry King; and Sinnisiak and Uluksuk, Inuit hunters whose trial for the murder of two
priests became a national sensation. Butts also profiles the investigators who tracked the killers
down, and in some cases sent them to the gallows in this collection of true tales that range from
shocking...
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These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. It usually does not price excessive. Its been written in an
exceedingly basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this pdf through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Athena  Jones-- Athena  Jones

Very good e-book and beneficial one. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of looking at a
written book.
-- Alphonso B ea ha n-- Alphonso B ea ha n
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